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Raising Your Spirited Child Workbook
1998-03-04

the essential companion workbook to the national bestseller raising your spirited child in this companion workbook mary sheedy kurcinka brings readers into her world
famous workshops where she offers parents and educators insights emotional support and proven strategies for dealing with spirited children the key word that
distinguishes spirited children from other children is more more intense more persistent more sensitive and more uncomfortable with change through exercises observations
and dialogue from actual groups kurcinka helps readers learn to identify the triggers that lead to tantrums and challenging behaviors included are clues to help you
identify the little things that can make or break a day tips for profiling your child s temperament and your own cues that indicate intensity is rising successful
strategies for reducing and eliminating power struggles by combining the intuition and compassion gained from parenting a spirited child with the wisdom of an expert who
has worked with thousands of families mary sheedy kurcinka helps parents and educators view their unique challenge with perseverance flexibility sensitivity and most of
all enjoyment

Raising Your Spirited Child Rev Ed
2009-02-24

the award winning bestseller that has helped millions providing research based effective strategies practical tips and real life stories the spirited child often called
difficult or strong willed possesses traits we value in adults yet find challenging in children research shows that spirited kids are wired to be more by temperament they
are more intense sensitive perceptive persistent and uncomfortable with change than the average child in this award winning classic voted one of the top twenty books for
parents dr mary provides a refreshingly positive viewpoint and a plan for success with a simple four step program in this book you will find ways to understand your child
s and your own temperamental traits discover the power of positive rather than negative labels cope with the tantrums and power struggles when they do occur develop
strategies for handling mealtimes sibling rivalry bedtimes holidays and school among other situations including quick tips and strategies for today s time challenged
parents raising your spirited child will help you foster a supportive encouraging and loving environment for your spirited child

Raising Your Spirited Child, Third Edition
2015-09-08

revised third edition of the award winning bestseller that has helped millions now providing the most up to date research and even more effective practical tips and
strategies do you ever wonder why your child behaves the way he or she does are you struggling with tantrums and meltdowns do you find yourself getting frustrated and
feeling like you re at the end of your rope you are not alone many parents are dealing with the same challenges in raising your spirited child third edition beloved
parenting expert mary sheedy kurcinka ed d offers all parents and caregivers a glimpse into what makes their spirited children behave the way they do the key word that
distinguishes spirited children from other children is more more intense more persistent more sensitive and more uncomfortable with change through vivid examples and a
refreshingly positive viewpoint this invaluable guide offers emotional support and proven strategies for handling the toughest times dr mary has devised a plan for
success with a simple four step program that will help you understand your child s and your own temperamental traits cope with tantrums and blowups when they do occur and
prevent them in the future develop strategies for handling mealtimes bedtimes holidays school and many other situations implement discipline to win cooperation and
establish clear boundaries teach your child how to be a problem solver and work well with others and more including charts and quick tips for today s time challenged
parents this newly updated edition of raising your spirited child will help you foster a supportive encouraging and loving environment for your spirited child
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Raising Your Spirited Child Rev Ed
2006-11-28

newly revised featuring the most up to date research effective strategies and real life stories the spirited child often called difficult or strong willed possesses
traits we value in adults yet find challenging in children research shows that spirited kids are wired to be more by temperament they are more intense sensitive
perceptive persistent and uncomfortable with change than the average child in this revised edition of the award winning classic voted one of the top twenty books for
parents kurcinka provides vivid examples and a refreshingly positive viewpoint raising your spirited child will help you understand your child s and your own
temperamental traits discover the power of positive rather than negative labels cope with the tantrums and power struggles when they do occur plan for success with a
simple four step program develop strategies for handling mealtimes sibling rivalry bedtimes holidays and school among other situations

Raising Your Spirited Baby
2020-12-29

mary sheedy kurcinka ed d brings her expertise in raising spirited children to help you understand and soothe your spirited baby her research based parent tested
strategies will help your baby sleep better and develop a calmer more resilient brain and nervous system dr laura markham founder of ahaparenting com and author of
peaceful parent happy kids from the beloved bestselling author whose award winning parenting books have sold over 1 million copies an indispensable guide to the unique
needs of spirited infants does your baby bursts into tears when another baby in the same situation sleeps soundly do the strategies your friends swear by not work with
your baby do the upsets and shrieking come out of seemingly nowhere and take forever to subside moms and dads who answer yes are the parents of a spirited infant spirited
infants are the outliers the exceptions to the rules they are genetically wired to be alert and intense raising them takes special skills and patient perseverance in this
groundbreaking new book beloved parenting expert mary sheedy kurcinka ed d offers her findings in the fields of neuroscience sleep temperament self regulation attachment
and parent child interactions and shares what she has learned from hands on experiences with families to bring this much needed perspective to the parenting of babies
under eighteen months of age including a plan for success with the 5 step spirited baby methodology how to master the nudge approach to help your baby thrive parental
permissions practical advice for parents to help them make sure their needs are met resources to ensure the whole family unit finds balance and happiness raising your
spirited baby is a shame free guilt free how to handbook that will be embraced by parents and everyone who supports them as a simple trusted companion

Kids, Parents, and Power Struggles
2009-10-13

from the author of raising your spirited child the award winning bestseller that has helped millions a pioneering research based guide to help parents end power struggles
and begin connecting with their child does bedtime mean struggle time with your child negotiating for just another ten minutes every single night do most school mornings
end with your child in tears does your child ignore your repeated requests to get up and do their chores and homework every family experiences power struggles but these
daily tugs of war are not inevitable beloved parenting expert mary sheedy kurcinka ed d addresses the everyday challenges of disciplining children while understanding the
issues behind their behavior in kids parents and power struggles dr mary offers unique approaches to solving the daily and often draining power struggles between you and
your children she views these conflicts as rich opportunities to teach your children essential life skills such as how to calm themselves to be assertive rather than
aggressive to solve problems and to work cooperatively with you and others in this book you will find successful strategies for understanding emotions managing intensity
identifying triggers with dr mary s effective guidance you ll be able to identify the trigger situations that set off the struggles and get to the root of the emotions
and needs of you and your child
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Kids, Parents, and Power Struggles
2001-02-20

end those power struggles and begin connecting with your child noted family educator mary sheedy kurcinka struck a national chord with her bestselling raising your
spirited child now she hits upon another crucial parenting topic coping with the everyday challenges of disciplining your child while understanding the issues behind his
or her behavior in kids parents and power struggles she offers unique approaches to solving the daily and often draining power struggles between you and your child
kurcinka views these conflicts as rich opportunities to teach your child essential life skills like how to deal with strong emotions and problem solve with her successful
strategies you ll be able to identify the trigger situations that set off these struggles and get to the root of the emotions and needs of you and your child

Sleepless in America
2009-03-17

from the author of raising your spirited child the award winning bestseller that has helped millions a pioneering research based guide for parents to help their children
get the sleep they need does your child refuse to cooperate in the morning does he or she get into trouble for not listening are you finding that your child resists sleep
and loses it over seemingly insignificant issues you are not alone an estimated 69 percent of american infants children and teens are sleep deprived studies have shown
that sleep deficits can contribute to hyperactivity distraction forgetfulness learning problems illness accidents and disruptive behaviors often what our misbehaving kids
really need isn t more consequences or more medication but more sleep sleepless in america offers weary and frustrated parents a helping hand and an exciting new approach
to managing challenging behaviors by integrating research on stress sleep and temperament with practical strategies dr mary has helped millions with her effective
parenting tips and insights and her five step approach enables parents to help their tired and wired children get the sleep they so desperately need

The Good Night Sleep Tight Workbook for Children Special Needs
2019-03-26

with its easy to use and clear step by step format the good night sleep tight workbook will help tired parents create and follow an effective sleep plan to achieve sleep
success for their kids with special needs toddlers to tweens with its easy to use and clear step by step format the good night sleep tight workbook will help tired
parents create and follow an effective sleep plan to achieve sleep success for their kids with special needs toddlers to tweens

Raising Your Spirited Child
2009-03-17

the spirited child often called difficult or strong willed can easily overwhelm parents leaving them feeling frustrated and inadequate spirited kids are in fact simply
more by temperament they are more intense sensitive perceptive persistent and uncomfortable with change than the average child through vivid examples and a refreshingly
positive viewpoint mary sheedy kurcinka offers parents emotional support and proven strategies for handling their spirited child raising your spirited child will help you
understand your child s and your own temperamental traits plan for success with a simple four step program discover the power of positive rather than negative labels cope
with tantrums and blowups when they do occur develop strategies for handling mealtimes bedtimes holidays school and many other situations filled with personal insight and
authorative advice raising your spirited child can help make parenting the joy it should be rather than the trial it can be
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Understanding Your Child's Temperament
2004-12

understanding your child s temperament from their earliest days some children are shy and others are bold a brother may be flexible while his sister is rigid one child is
highly active another far less so one may stick with a challenge for hours while another gives up easily all children display distinct profiles of nine largely inborn
temperament traits that determine how they experience their environments and respond to them these interactions have a major impact on children s physical health
development social behavior and school performance and on the caregivers themselves if adults learn to recognize and tolerate temperament traits they will be able to
manage them more harmoniously and care for each child s individual needs what an important book for parents to consider treating each child as an individual shows them
the respect that will engender self esteem in them later this book about differences in temperament by dr william carey an esteemed pediatrician will give parents the
backup they need to treat each child individually t berry brazelton m d emeritus professor of pediatrics harvard medical school author of numerous books on child
development and care america s favorite pediatrician this classic work is now more useful than ever the too often neglected role of temperamental patterns is explained
brilliantly so that all adults who live or work with kids can understand and manage these all important differences between them mel levine m d professor of pediatrics
university of north carolina medical school author of national bestseller a mind at a time and 10 other books about children s learning issues

Nurture Your Child's Gift
2011-06-21

what if the purpose of living is to fulfill a vision or dream we brought with us into this life any parent or person working with children knows that each child when
nurtured and encouraged develops according to his or her unique temperament and abilities nurture your child s gift asks us to see our children s unique gifts and shows
us how we can encourage their dreams nurture your child s gift describes recent mind body advances from medicine sports psychology and education and shows how to apply
them directly to developing children s self esteem empowerment and wholeness provides holistic applications of breathing music creative problem solving self dialogue
affirmation and imagery includes self reflection exercises that enable parents to nurture their own gifts as they work to encourage their children s

Don't Give Me That Attitude!
2004-03-29

does your kid never take no for an answer and demand things go his way do her theatrics leave you drained at the end of the day are you resorting to bribes and threats to
get your kid to do chores does he cheat complain or blame others for his problems do you feel you re running a hotel instead of a home are you starting to feel like your
child s personal atm machine what happened you thought you were doing the best for your child and didn t set out to raise a selfish insensitive spoiled kid in her newest
book don t give me that attitude parenting expert michele borba offers you an effective practical and hands on approach to help you work with your child to fix that very
annoying but widespread youthful characteristic attitude if you have a child who is arrogant bad mannered bad tempered a cheat cruel demanding domineering fresh greedy
impatient insensitive irresponsible jealous judgmental lazy manipulative narrow minded noncompliant pessimistic a poor loser selfish uncooperative ungrateful or unhelpful
this is the book for you

No More Misbehavin'
2003-10-27

this will be the only discipline book you ll ever need to raise good kids from the foreword by jack canfield coauthor chicken soup for the soul and chicken soup for the
parent s soul michele borba offers insightful realistic and straightforward advice that is sure to get immediate results editor in chief parents magazine a sensitive
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thoughtful eminently practical book that will help parents help their children change behaviors that will improve the child s and the entire family s well being and
happiness a wonderful contribution alvin rosenfeld m d child psychiatrist and coauthor over scheduled child anger anxiety biting bossy bullied bullying chore wars cynical
defiant doesn t listen fighting gives up easily hitting homework battles hooked on rewards impulsivity intolerant lying and cheating materialistic mean negative peer
pressure no friends over perfectionism poor sportsmanship put downs rude selfish sibling battles short attention span shy stealing swearing talking back tattling teased
temper tantrums whining yelling parenting expert dr michele borba tackles the most common bad behaviors that kids ages 3 to 12 repeat over and over behaviors that drive
parents crazy in this enormously useful simple to use book she shows how to change these behaviors for good for each negative behavior dr borba offers a series of key
tips and guidelines and outlines a step by step plan for a customized makeover that really works using the steps outlined in no more misbehavin will give you the help you
need to raise kids with strong values and good character

The Hidden Gifts of the Introverted Child
2005-12-01

introverted children are often misunderstood even by their parents who worry about them engaged by their interior world they re often regarded as aloof easily overwhelmed
by too much stimulation they can be seen as unmotivated content with just one or two close friends they may be perceived as unpopular parents fret that they are unhappy
and maladjusted but the truth is quite different introverted children are creative problem solvers introverted children love to learn introverted children have a high eq
emotional iq and are in touch with their feelings they take time to stop and smell the roses and they enjoy their own company they are dependable persistent flexible and
lack vanity how can parents help their introverted children discover and cultivate these wonderful gifts help is here written by dr marti olsen laney author of the
introvert advantage with 74 000 copies in print the hidden gifts of the introverted child fully explains introversion as a hardwired temperament not a disability and
tells just what parents need to do to help their child become the person he or she is meant to be and succeed in an extroverted world beginning with a 30 question quiz
that places a child on the introvert extrovert continuum the hidden gifts shows parents how to foster a climate that allows introverted kids to discover their inner
strengths schedule ways for a very young innie to recharge those batteries and teach an older child to do it for him or herself create a harmonious household with
siblings and parents of different temperaments help innies find success at school sports parties and other group activities

Time-in
1999

this book will appeal to parents who have felt frustrated helpless or angry when traditional parenting tools didn t work the time in process is an overall approach that
teaches children to be competent to think and to succeed using four tools ask act attend and amend parents can use time in when they want children to listen and think ask
change behaviour act pay attention to the needs of others attend or to right a wrong they have done amend

Get Your Joy Back
2015-01-01

parents of specials needs children are exhausted they ve done all the research consulted all the experts joined support groups gotten counseling fought for the best life
for their children often just caring for their children s needs and attempting to maintain a home maxes out parents mental emotional and spiritual reserves laurie wallin
knows firsthand the difficulties of this journey with get your joy back she steps forward to make a bold audacious claim in the midst of this long term intense task it is
still possible to have an abundant life full of joy the key to radically changing daily life and restoring joy to the weary is forgiveness wallin gives parents a lifeline
to find that restoration pulling them back to shore when they feel like they re drowning this book is full of practical biblical insights and strategies to shed the
resentments that leave christian special needs parents themselves spiritually emotionally and socially drained wallin meets readers right where they are sugar coating
nothing but addressing issues with honesty humor and above all hope
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きっと元気がでる10の方法
2007-09

自分を大切にするヒントを子どもに教える絵本

From Chaos to Calm
2001-05-01

three points of view parent s therapist s and child s make this the most practical guide on the market for raising a child with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
or other behavioral issues traditional parenting and discipline books aren t effective for parents who are dealing with kids with adhd ocd depression or other disorders
they need a guide that will help them with the unique discipline and organization challenges kids with these issues have when getting up going to school completing
homework helping with chores and getting to bed all become battlegrounds the step by step proven techniques presented here will help parents achieve peace in their
households it will teach parents how to engage in proactive not reactive parenting discipline consistently and effectively deal with stalling forgetting overreacting and
other everyday behavior problems work with a child s teachers and more

Delight in Your Child's Design
2005

even as a good parent you may become discouraged if you don t understand why your child behaves as he or she does but don t give up you can nurture a richer more
satisfying parent child relationship laurie winslow sargent will help you identify and appreciate your child s unique god given temperament and abilities

ARISE Kids Alert - Learner's Workbook
2006

this text is for parents who think their gifted children aren t getting the education they need it will help them recognise their children s gifts understand their
problems at school and provide enrichment at home

Stand Up for Your Gifted Child
2000

not just spirited is one mother s journey to finding peace for her daughter jaimie who eventually was diagnosed with sensory processing disorder spd

Not Just Spirited
2009-11-01

tens of thousands of moms who struggle with anger have found hope laughter understanding and biblical counsel in she s gonna blow with over 100 000 in print this
bestseller now has a fresh cover and a new practical helps section with more resources and step by step advice gary chapman author of the five love languages of children
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tells readers that julie ann barnhill has learned from her journey and so will you you ll identify with julie s open honest approach straightforward and easy to read she
s gonna blow is for every mom seeking here and now hope and help to find healthier ways of expressing anger let go of control issues and be more positive draw closer to
the god who created moms and mothering

She's Gonna Blow!
2005-03-01

anstrengende kinder besitzen besonders ausgeprägte eigenschaften die im erwachsenenalter sehr geschätzt werden willensstärke ausdauer und sensitivität bei kindern und
jugendlichen führen diese gaben oftmals zu schwierigkeiten auf ihrem weg durch kindergarten schule und alle institutionen die anpassung flexibilität und selbstkontrolle
erfordern ihre erziehung führt eltern immer wieder an ihre grenzen und vor viele fragen was kann ich tun um meinem kind eine unbeschwerte kindheit zu ermöglichen wie kann
ich ihm helfen ein glücklicher und zufriedener mensch zu werden und wie verhindere ich dass mir dabei die kraft ausgeht dr mary sheedy kurcinka verhilft eltern mit ihrem
buch zu einer völlig neuen sichtweise sie richtet den fokus auf die stärken der kinder und gibt den eltern ganz konkrete hilfestellung für den alltag mit ihrem neuen
betrachtungsansatz führt sie aus der frustration und zeigt dass anstrengende und fordernde kinder ein großes geschenk für ihre eltern sind und wie sie zu großartigen
erwachsenen heranwachsen können

Wie anstrengende Kinder zu großartigen Erwachsenen werden
2017-10-16

bigger stronger better this newly revised edition of anderson s best seller retains all of the great features that have made it an indispensable tool for busy pastors
combining concise but insightful textual notes with a wide range of creative preaching ideas each chapter provides plenty of starting points for developing stimulating
sermons that make the scriptures come alive for the people in the pews in addition to a convenient sermon planning template plus overviews of matthew the featured gospel
narrator in cycle a and each liturgical season every week s material includes a listing of applicable revised common roman catholic and episcopal lectionary texts a theme
for the day brief commentary on the old testament new testament and gospel lessons a prayer for the day theological reflections reflections exploring relationships
between the texts possible preaching approaches with suggested titles and sermon angles additional illustrations to flesh out the message

Lectionary Preaching Workbook
2007

快適な精神生活を送るためのストレス解放法も紹介

Bibliographic Guide to Womens Studies 1998
1999-08

this is the only resource out there for an audience that is desperately seeking it using techniques highly successful with any child who struggles with focus parents
learn how to teach their child tomorrow includes reproducible aids
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怒りのセルフコントロール
2011-01

ちょっとしたことにも動揺してしまう神経質 臆病 引っ込み思案な人 the highly sensitive person とても敏感な人 この本は そんな敏感すぎるあなたのために書かれています とかく タフさ 押しの強さ 抜け目のなさ が求められる世の中で 生きにくさを感じる繊細 過敏な人こそ 実は 天賦の才能に恵まれた特別な人なのです
そんな彼らが 繊細すぎる自分 と折り合いをつけ より良く生活していくためのアプローチを紹介します

Gangsters Anonymous 12 Step Workbook
2000-03

Задиры плаксы ябеды лгунишки задаваки хвастуны и виртуозы игры на нервах это никакие не монстры а всего лишь дети которым только предстоит стать взрослыми Им бывает очень
трудно справиться с собой без нашей помощи и формой защитной реакции становятся протест или замкнутость А мы зачастую не умеем помочь нашим детям потому что не знаем как
Мудрые советы автора этой книги ставшей мировым бестселлером помогли сотням тысяч взрослых найти правильный подход к детям с непростым характером Мэри Шиди Курчинка
воспитатель с большим стажем уверяет чтобы понять ребенка нужно уметь ставить себя на его место в самых разных ситуациях учиться видеть что его раздражает радует и
огорчает внимательно слушать и слышать то что он пытается сказать вам нередко без помощи слов

How to Get Your Child Off the Refrigerator and on to Learning
2008-03

with these introductory words e carver mcgriff sets forth to provide some of the most timely and thought provoking research on the lectionary texts ever made available
included for each sunday in the lectionary are a listing of the applicable revised common roman catholic and episcopal lectionary texts commentary that is more than
academic exegesis mcgriff brings to the forefront those points in the text that relate most poignantly to our contemporary reality suggested sermon titles for each of the
three texts for each sunday themes and suggested directions for preaching on each text several additional illustrations to enliven your preaching a description of the
psalm of the day a prayer for the day e carver mcgriff is one of america s premiere preachers his introduction details the personal tragedy he has suffered but through it
all dr mcgriff was able to expand his congregation from 900 members to 4 400 members sunday attendance increased from 300 to over 1 850 as a teenager carver mcgriff was
wounded and captured by a german ss parachute battalion during world war ii he received a bronze star and two purple hearts and returned home to earn a degree in business
administration from butler university following a career as a salesman and business owner mcgriff entered garrett theological seminary where he was voted best preacher by
the faculty and graduated with distinction he was then appointed by the bishop of indiana to start a new congregation on the northeast side of indianapolis during his
ministry at st luke s mcgriff received an honorary degree from the university of indianapolis and the outstanding alumnus award from butler university and was voted the
distinguished alumnus of the year by christian theological seminary mcgriff was also honored with the sagamore of the wabash by indiana governor evan bayh his sermons
have been distributed nationwide by the methodist publishing company

ささいなことにもすぐに「動揺」してしまうあなたへ。
2016-11-28

effective parenting for the hard to manage child is a skills based book for parents who need practical advice from experts without all the jargon and generalizations the
book provides specific strategies and techniques for children who are intense highly reactive and unable to self calm it integrates various treatment approaches in a
clear and accessible manner and offers the best kept secrets from the fields of mental health and occupational therapy the book emphasizes key concepts and everyday
activities that will help children take charge of their problems and it is an invaluable resource for any parent faced with the challenge of a hard to manage child
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Ребенок с характером: Как его любить, воспитывать и не сойти с ума
1998

this book provides a comprehensive overview of the inner child modeltm for treating addictive behaviors a trauma based approach to the treatment of various addictions
including alcohol drugs food gambling sex spending smoking etc research indicates the onset of addiction originates in childhood trauma inability to process emotional
discomfort and attachment disorders this book addresses each of these issues to assist individuals in overcoming the drivers of addictive behaviors but more importantly
provides solutions to help those who struggle to learn to manage their addiction it contains numerous case studies in which readers will see themselves and their stories
throughout the pages and assists readers in generating a comprehensive recovery roadmap that will provide real world solutions to staying one step ahead of their
addiction while there have been books written about the inner child few focus on how the inner child impacts addiction this unique and interactive therapeutic approach
empowers individuals by assisting them in understanding why they engage in addictive behaviors this book is written for anyone struggling with behavioral substance
addiction their loved ones and clinicians working in the field of addiction treatment

Lectionary Preaching Workbook, Series VI, Cycle a
2007-11-14

walking in faith even when times are tough in thrive author and teacher jen cowart helps women develop the habits and attitudes necessary to thrive whatever their
circumstances leading readers through the book of james a letter written about enduring hardships she lifts up six characteristics of mature christians from endurance and
humility to controlling our words jen helps participants find the divine and the practical in living faithfully jen s teaching has inspired thousands of women across the
country her authenticity inspires others to open their hearts and minds one reviewer wrote her realness and her vulnerability just work together to open your heart to dig
deeper and deeper through this study women will find inspiration and tools around six traits endurance embracing obstacles as a means to maturity wisdom using a heavenly
perspective on earthly issues action living a life where actions match faith control taming the tongue humility developing the attitude of christ prayer exercising the
power tool of the faith additional components for this six week bible study each available separately are a leader guide and six video sessions 8 to 13 minutes long with
closed captioning

Effective Parenting for the Hard-to-Manage Child
2023-09-12

the social and emotional welfare of students in both k 12 and higher education settings has become increasingly important during the third decade of the 21st century as
students face a variety of social emotional learning sel challenges related to a multitude of internal and external factors as concepts around traditional literacy
education evolve and become more culturally and linguistically relevant the connections between sel and academic literacy opportunities warrant considerable exploration
the handbook of research on supporting social and emotional development through literacy education develops a conceptual framework around pedagogical connections to
social and emotional teaching and learning within k 12 literacy practices this text provides a variety of research and practice protocols supporting student success
through the integration of sel and literacy across grade levels covering topics such as culturally relevant literacy digital literacy and content area literacy this
handbook is essential for curriculum directors education faculty instructional facilitators literacy professionals practicing teachers pre service teachers professional
development coordinators school counselors teacher preparation programs academicians researchers and students

Understanding Your Inner Child and Overcoming Addiction
2023-08-15
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punk politics and parenting a guide for moms and dads who want it all

Thrive Women's Bible Study Participant Workbook
2021-06-25

ハリー ポッター を書いたひとは 小さなころはどんな子供だった アイデアはどこからうかんだの 作者に直撃インタビュー

Handbook of Research on Supporting Social and Emotional Development Through Literacy Education
1998
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